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The Acceptable Year of our Lord and The Thousand Year
Reign
The Acceptable Year of our Lord, Yahovah.
The title Lord is incerted in scripture in the place of the Hebrew name Yahovah. Lord is a generic
term that means a master over slaves. Our Heavenly Father does not want us to look at Him that
way. He sent His Only Begotten To restore this image and His lineage of begetting offspring
uniquely like Him of co-sovereigns. But as such, we demand no acknowledgement of being Lord's.
But like the Son, we humble ourselves to be obedient to the unction of Gods Holy Spirit to serve
with the attributes given to us through the gospel. This is how our Father packaged Himself in His
Son to give to us for us to enjoy now, being who He is in His totality because “of His fullness we
have received “. And “we are complete in Him”, meaning, in us His fullness inside. Now on to our
topic of;
The Acceptable Year of Yahovah.
Isaiah packaged this phrase like this speaking of its fulfillment in Gods Son.
61 “The Spirit of the Lord God is upon Me,
Because the Lord has anointed Me
To preach good tidings to the poor;
He has sent Me to [a]heal the brokenhearted,
To proclaim liberty to the captives,
And the opening of the prison to those who are bound;
2
To proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord,
And the day of vengeance of our God;
To comfort all who mourn,
3
To [b]console those who mourn in Zion,
To give them beauty for ashes,
The oil of joy for mourning,
The garment of praise for the spirit of heaviness;
That they may be called trees of righteousness,
The planting of the Lord, that He may be glorified.”
As we know Yashuah quoted part of that verse after His wilderness testing Saying;
17

And He was handed the book of the prophet Isaiah. And when He had opened the book, He
found the place where it was written:
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“The Spirit of the Lord is upon Me,
Because He has anointed Me
To preach the gospel to the poor;
He has sent Me [i]to heal the brokenhearted,
To proclaim liberty to the captives
And recovery of sight to the blind,
To set at liberty those who are [j]oppressed;
19
To proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord.”

20

Then He closed the book, and gave it back to the attendant and sat down. And the eyes of all
who were in the synagogue were fixed on Him. 21 And He began to say to them, “Today this
Scripture is fulfilled in your hearing.”
You see the whole old covenant anticipated this event. The acceptable year of our Lord. If you
think about this in the terms of coins, they kept track of kings busts and dates they reigned. All
other kingdoms expired with this event. And even to this day the date on our currency is said to
refer to the time of the Christ, the Only Begotten Son. We are still on "the acceptable year and time
of our Lord". Meaning we are still under His rule and reign and has been since He said so.
Creation has always been subject to God, but with God's Son, the King of this Kingdom became
one of us, and He is still in control over the events infolding before our eyes. This is the separation
of the wheat and tares.
For this reason He came preaching “The Kingdom of God is at hand” of something that before
then, was not. Gods rule and reign from this point on was different than all other kingdoms. The
actual Thousand year reign of Gods Son started then, however there is a lot of confusion in our
day. And we know who authors confusion, the father of lies.
so to help us understand this we start with some of Danials last instructions where he was told
"seal the prophecies of this book" for the time is not yet, but then with John in The Book of The
Revelation opened up with "seal not the prophecies of this book for the time is at hand" meaning
now. And again at the end of that book "seal not the prophecies of this book for the time is now".
The reason why our dates refer to a period 2 thousand years later is because Satan was loosed
one last time to decieve the nation's. The Gregorian calendar was modified to discredit the Son of
God's word that the time is at hand. Unless you believe in two coming appearance's, because the
one 2 Peter 3.10 anticipates is the coming with a fervent heat to remove all the elements of Gods
6days of creating. Satan has no part after that. For even Isaiah 66 talks of how we can go forth and
look at those...
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So the deception in our day takes on some similarities of that judgement. But Satan and his
minions have had about a thousand years to perfect their deception. And one thing they did is to
not be collected in one place called Mystery Babylon. They have their hyarchy well distributed and
hidden throughout the populations.
Also, the events don't need to be played out in the same order. Because the time was at hand
then, we can understand by what they did, they will do again but in their estimation with better
results but mark these words. God will not let His creation serve another, and creation will only
Glorify our Father.
Think of it like this. The venomous powers that be may come to that moment of realizing their glory
by fulfilling their plan and proof! It disappears. Kind of like as oasis for a man in the desert parched
and near his death who sees an oasis and hears the waters running than poof! It was an illusion.
This is the trap. This is the burning sensation of missed oportunities and being subject to the
fervent heat at their highest point of being parched.
With all lying signs and wonders meaning all truths have been obscured.
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